
rgw - Bug #17963

multisite upgrade from hammer -> jewel ignores rgw_region_root_pool

11/18/2016 09:05 PM - Casey Bodley

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: Casey Bodley   

Category:    

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: jewel Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

If preexisting multisite configuration is in non-default pools (via config variables rgw_region_root_pool and rgw_zone_root_pool), the

region objects are not read from rgw_region_root_pool.

RGWRados::convert_regionmap() looks for a "region_map" object in the rgw_zone_root_pool (or "rgw.root" if not configured).

RGWRados::list_regions() looks for objects in the rgw_zonegroup_root_pool (or "rgw.root" if not configured).

Related issues:

Copied to rgw - Backport #17969: jewel: multisite upgrade from hammer -> jewe... Resolved

History

#1 - 11/18/2016 09:11 PM - Casey Bodley

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Assignee set to Casey Bodley

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/12076

#2 - 11/18/2016 09:51 PM - Nathan Cutler

Does the backport field need "hammer,jewel" or just "jewel"?

#3 - 11/18/2016 09:52 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Backport set to jewel

#4 - 11/18/2016 10:01 PM - Casey Bodley

Nathan Cutler wrote:

Does the backport field need "hammer,jewel" or just "jewel"?

 

Just jewel, thanks.
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https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/12076


#5 - 11/19/2016 09:36 PM - Orit Wasserman

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#6 - 11/20/2016 09:32 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #17969: jewel: multisite upgrade from hammer -> jewel ignores rgw_region_root_pool added

#7 - 11/21/2016 01:50 PM - Orit Wasserman

If the rgw_region_root_pool and rgw_zone_root_pool are the same, we have a simple workaround:

The user need to add rgw_zonegroup_root_pool (rgw zonegroup root pool) to his configuration with the same value as rgw_region_root_pool.

#8 - 02/01/2017 02:57 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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